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Abstract. Fault injection attacks rely on experimental techniques to
inject one or several faults into a device during operation. Among these
techniques, laser fault injection is known as a powerful one, thanks to its
unmatched spatial and temporal precision. So far though, the overwhelming majority of published laser fault injection attacks were performed
with only one laser spot. In this article, we present a new multi-spot
laser fault injection setup. After a description of the optical system, we
highlight its new capabilities against the limitations of existing singlespot laser fault injection setups. We then discuss some intrinsic limitations that this setup has, making it not equivalent to running multiple
single-spot setups simultaneously on the same target. We then provide
experimental evidence of faults performed with two and four spots which
are unfeasible with a single-spot laser fault injection setup. This paves
the way for new fault attacks on security and cryptography algorithms
that exploit this new type of fault.
Keywords: fault attacks · laser fault injection · multi-spot
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Introduction

Faults induced in electronic systems by natural events, such as radiations, had
been well studied for several decades by research in the safety domain. However,
it was not until the article by Boneh et al. in 1997 that their importance with
regards to security was acknowledged [7]. In that article, authors show how to
take advantage of hardware faults to break cryptography algorithms. Since then,
??
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fault injection attacks have become a field of research in their own right [5]. In
this setting, faults are injected intentionally to carry out the attack.
In order to induce a fault in an electronic system, an attacker has several
tools to choose from [4]. We refer to the first category as global fault injection
techniques: it is not possible to target a specific element of the system under
attack. Among those techniques, we find voltages glitches [3] clock glitches [2]
or heating [14]. The second category of fault injection techniques are local: they
allow an attacker to target a specific feature of the device under attack. These
techniques usually exploit radiations, either electromagnetic [16], optical [23] or
in the form of X-rays [1].
In this article, we focus on optical fault injection. In particular, we deal with
multi-spot laser fault injection setups. Compared with existing single-spot setups, multi-spot setups have the ability to inject multiple faults. This allows
new types of faults to be performed, which are out of reach of single-spot setups, effectively extending the possible fault model. However, multi-spot laser
fault injection setups also have some intrinsic limitations, due to the physical
arrangement of optical elements. This constraint must be taken into account in
the fault model. Finally, this extended fault model could be exploited to mount
new attacks on security algorithms.
1.1

Contributions

This article makes the following contributions:
– We describe the different components of the optical apparatus used by the
multi-spot laser fault injection setup,
– We show the possibilities of this new setup when compared to a single-spot
laser fault injection setup,
– We highlight the limitations of a multi-spot laser fault injection setup, showing how mechanical and optical constraints lead to the fact that a multi-spot
laser fault injection setup is not equivalent to multiple single-spot laser fault
injection setups,
– We verify the capabilities of the setup by performing fault injection on characterisation codes. We experimentally perform two example faults, involving
two and four laser spots respectively, that are impossible to achieve with a
single-spot laser fault injection setup.
1.2

Outline

This article is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related
work on laser fault injection. Section 3 describes the limitations of a singlespot laser fault injection setup with respect to the data corruption fault model.
Section 4 presents the multi-spot laser fault injection, its capabilities as well as
its intrinsic limitations. Section 5 provides experimental evidence for two new
faults that can only be performed with a multi-spot laser fault injection setup.
Finally, we conclude the article in Section 6.
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Related work

Laser fault injection was first described in the context of hardware security
by Skorobogatov and Anderson [23]. However, the action of photons on silicon
devices was already known before. It was exploited to simulate the effect of ion
beams and evaluate the reliability of integrated circuits [8].
As detailed in [20], when a laser shot passes through silicon, electron-hole
pairs are created. If an electric field exists in the region, then these charges drift
in opposite directions, inducing an electric current. This in turn may have an
effect on the transistors, depending on their logic state before the laser shot. The
exact sensitive areas of the transistors, which depend on the data handled, are
detailed in [20]. Another important point is that, for the laser beam to penetrate
deep enough in silicon and reach the active areas of the transistors, its wavelength
must be in the infrared region, where silicon is transparent. Thus an infrared
laser whose wavelength is in the micrometer range is commonly used for this
purpose [11, 17, 20].
While access to the die is granted in the context of wafer-level testing, this
is not the case for physical attacks. Thus the device under attack must first
be decapsulated [5]. This can be done by chemical and mechanical means to
dissolve the package and provide physical access to the die. An optional step of
mechanical polishing can also be taken to thin the die, reducing absorption of
the laser beam before it reaches the active areas of the transistors.
Pioneer work in laser fault injection was carried out on integrated circuits
manufactured at micrometer-scale technology nodes. In [23], the target is a 6transistor SRAM cell that has 20 µm on each side. This is of the same order of
magnitude as the size of the laser spot used in this work, which had a diameter of
10 µm approximately. As technology nodes shrunk, the ability to perform precise
laser fault injection was questioned. However, later work performed at the 90, 45
and 28 nm technology nodes showed that single bit faults are still within reach,
by fine tuning the laser power [12, 21]. The correlation between the number
of faulty bits and the laser power was explicitly established in [12]. A complex
System-on-Chip was eventually attacked with this technique [24] and single-bit
faults were observed in this case as well. Therefore, even though the features
at a given technology nodes are far smaller than the laser spot size, laser fault
injection remains a technique of choice for precise fault injection attacks.
Although the effect of multiple faults performed by laser fault injection was
modeled at the register-transfer level in [19], no experiments were performed in
this work. There are very few articles in the literature that claim to perform an
attack using a multi-spot laser fault injection setup [6, 22, 25]. The first one [22]
performs the same fault on two branches of an AES hardware implementation on
an FPGA protected by redundancy, so the fault cannot be corrected. However, as
noted by the authors, the attack relies on a very precise placement of the target
elements, making it hard to reproduce on a real target design. The second one
gives an overview of two certification processes followed by secure products, and
describes the various tools which are used to perform the security evaluation [6].
The multi-spot laser fault injection setup is said to be capable of defeating
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protected implementations, by shining one laser spot on the target while others
are used to disable the hardware redundancy and cross-check verification. No
further practical details were provided though. Finally, in [25], even though a
two-spot setup is used, the fault models considered are described at the software
level. Therefore, a lot of faults obtained cannot be explained and are referred
to as “Fatal Errors”: for instance, the target chip is not responding. Other valid
faults are mostly classified as multiple instructions skip. Eventually, some faults
are still left unexplained.
In this article, we chose instead to characterize the possibilities of a multispot laser fault injection setup with fault models that are fully explained and
reproducible. For this reason, we focus on fault models that deal with data
corruption in basic memory elements.
2.1

Fault model considered

We restrict our study here to works where clear evidence of data corruption by
laser fault injection has been produced, either in the form of bit-set, bit-resets
or bit-flips. In this regard, while previous work focused on memory elements like
SRAM cells [20, 21] or D-flip flops [10] a recent line of work deals with NOR
Flash memory architecture instead [11, 13, 15, 17]. The associated fault model
is single or dual-bit bit-set. The photoelectric effect is still the root cause of the
fault, and its effect on the NOR Flash architecture is detailed in [11, 17].
In other works, the occurrence of multi-bit faults was dependent on the physical layout of memory elements: a matrix of D flip-flops in a custom ASIC design
in [12] and processor registers in [24]. Conversely, when performing laser fault
injection in NOR Flash memory, it is not the individual memory elements that
are faulty but the read-out circuitry. Data stored in the Flash memory remains
unaffected by the fault. This makes the laser positioning much easier, since the
bit-lines of the read-out circuitry are shared among memory bits. More precisely,
bits of index i share the j th bit-line such that i ≡ j mod n where n is the width of
data read from the Flash memory, usually 32 bits. Thus, traversing the memory
lengthwise allows to fault the individual bits and their index is directly related
to the position of the laser spot in the memory Flash length, as depicted in Figure 1. On our target device, which we will describe in more details in Section 4,
the Flash memory has a length of 1500 µm, so individual bits can be targeted
by making steps as large as 1500/32 ' 45 µm. This is feasible manually with
the joystick provided with most laser fault injection stations. We insist that we
obtain the same perfect repeatability observed in [11, 17].
As experimentally demonstrated in [17], the results can be easily ported to
a different target as long as it comes with NOR Flash memory. This is actually
a very common feature in embedded systems where NOR Flash memory is used
as EEPROM4 to store the configuration of the microcontroller. For all these
reasons, we chose to use this fault model to illustrate the possibilities of the
multi-spot laser fault injection setup.
4
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Individual bits of the 32-bit data word fetched from Flash
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
···
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
···
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
···
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
···
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 1: Effect of the laser spot moving lengthwise over the Flash memory on
all-zero 32-bit data (0x00000000) fetched from the Flash memory

3

Limitations of single-spot laser fault injection setups

Before introducing the multi-spot laser fault injection setup, it is important to
identify the limitations of existing single-spot laser fault injection setups. To this
end, we start by reviewing existing fault models for data corruption and identify
two limitations in the way they are currently described.

3.1

Existing fault models for data corruption

We place ourselves here in the framework of fault injection attacks targeting data
corruption. This choice brings us to a low level of abstraction, where we deal
directly with data fetched from the Flash memory. If such data are instructions,
then this could for example lead to the processor executing corrupted instructions, inducing another fault model, such as instruction skip, which is described
at a higher level of abstraction. However, here, we consider the lowest possible
level of abstraction to remain as general as possible.
The fault models dealing with data corruption capture quite well three aspects of the fault. The first one is the direction of the fault. Since we are dealing
with binary data here, the different directions of the fault are: set (the data is
forced to 1), reset (the data is forced to 0) or flip (the data is flipped from 0 to
1 or from 1 to 0).
The second one is the cardinality of the fault, that is, how many bits are
affected by the fault. For instance the fault can have the following cardinalities:
single-bit (one bit is faulty), multi-bit (multiple bits are faulty) or byte (eight
bits are faulty).
The third one is the repeatability of the fault, that is, what is the probability
that the fault occurs given a set of experimental fault injection parameters.
These existing characteristics of the data corruption fault models fail to capture two features of the fault, which are especially significant for the multi-spot
laser fault injection setup. The first one is the contiguity of the fault and the
second one is the time dimension of the fault model.
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Contiguity

When a multi-bit fault model is considered, one aspect that is not taken into
account is whether the faulty bits are contiguous or not.
When performing laser fault injection, the charges induced in silicon follow a Gaussian distribution [9]. The spread of this distribution depends on the
laser power and is usually characterised by the “full-width at half-maximum”
(FWHM) value [12, 24]. If the power is high, the area in which the charge density is high enough can be sufficiently large to encompass multiple transistors
and induce a fault on multiple bits [12].
Based on this observation, one could argue that non-contiguous bits could
be targeted by having multiple zones in the laser beam where the power is high
enough. To achieve this, an SLM (Spatial Light Modulator), a DMD (Digital
Micromirror Device), or a DOE (Diffractive Optical Element) can be used, that
allows to split the incoming laser beam into multiple laser beams to target the device under attack. While these solutions may seem attractive, since they require
only one laser source, the optical elements involved are complex and expensive.
Moreover, the laser spots which are eventually focused on the device under attack are not fully independent, either spatially or temporally. In addition, the
initial power is split among the beams, is dependent on their final shape and
is hard to control. Therefore, these solutions make it very challenging to perform laser fault injection on non-contiguous bits with a single laser source in a
controlled manner.
Another possibility to fault non-contiguous bits is to exploit the layout of
target elements. For instance, if memory elements are organised in a grid shape,
then injecting a fault on one side of the grid could lead to fault non-contiguous
bits of the data. However, in this case, the fault model is layout-dependent, which
obviously incurs a loss of generality.
Therefore, the first limitation of a single-spot laser fault injection setup is its
inability to inject non-contiguous faults in general, as summarised in Figure 2.
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(a) Contiguous multi-bit fault: feasible with a single-spot setup
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(b) Non-contiguous multi-bit fault: not feasible with a single-spot setup, but feasible
with a multi-spot setup

Fig. 2: Feasibility of contiguous and non-contiguous multi-bit faults with a singlespot laser fault injection setup
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Time dimension

Another aspect which is not captured by existing fault models is the ability
to perform two faults at different locations, but close in time. Indeed, with
a single-spot laser fault injection setup, doing so requires to turn the laser off,
move the target and turn the laser on again. On some setups, the objective lenses
move while the target remains fixed, but the reasoning is identical. Indeed, the
mechanical system can only be operated so fast. This should be contrasted with
the clock frequencies at which the usual targets are operating, ranging from tens
of megahertz to a few gigahertz [24].
If the time interval between the two intended faults is too small, then it is
simply not possible to perform this type of fault with a single-spot laser fault
injection setup. Let ∆t be the time interval between the two faults, vmax the
maximum linear speed of the mechanical setup and dtargets the distance between
the two target features on the die. Then, for this type of fault to be feasible, we
need the relation given in Equation (1) to hold.
∆t >

dtargets
vmax

(1)

To simplify, we consider that the mechanical system always operates at full
speed. In reality, the acceleration and deceleration phases are often sinusoidal
to prevent abrupt changes in speed that could misalign the elements. With a
realistic maximum linear speed of 20 mm/s and assuming that the features are
distant of 10 % of a die that has 2 mm on each side, then the minimum time
interval ∆tmin between the two faults is given in Equation (2).
∆tmin =

10
2 × 100
dtargets
= 0.01 s
=
vmax
20

(2)

Considering a rather slow device running at only 10 MHz, that is, with a clock
period of 100 ns, then ∆tmin is equal to 105 clock periods. This imposes a very
hard constraint on the time interval between target instructions in a program if
an attacker wants to perform multiple faults during its execution. These considerations are summarised in Figure 3.
Another critical aspect of having to move the target between two faults is the
difficulty to synchronise these two faults together. Indeed, while the laser shots
are very precise and synchronised with a trigger sent to the laser sources, the
mechanical system cannot be synchronised precisely, adding a non-deterministic
delay before the positioning is correct and the second laser shot can be made.
Therefore, synchronising the two faults requires two triggers. This adds another
constraint to the attack scenario.
As we will show in the next section, a multi-spot laser fault injection setup
frees us from these constraints. It allows to perform multiple faults that are
arbitrarily close in time without requiring multiple triggers.
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(a) Consecutive faults on the same bit: feasible with a single-spot setup
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(b) Consecutive faults on different bits: not feasible with a single-spot setup, but feasible
with a multi-spot setup

Fig. 3: Feasibility of consecutive faults with a single-spot laser fault injection
setup on a 16-bit data word
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Four-spot laser fault injection setup

4.1

Setup description

Figure 4 shows the four-spot laser fault injection setup5 used in the experiments.

camera

980nm
ZL

TL

PC
PC
DM

ZL

OL
1064nm

Fig. 4: Schematic of the four-spot laser fault injection setup (DM: dichroic mirror,
PC: polarization beam splitter cube, OL: objective lens, TL: tube lens, ZL: zoom
lenses).

Four monomode laser sources are integrated, two with a wavelength of 980 nm
and two with a wavelength of 1064 nm. Monomode sources can be focused to
5

QLMS by ALPhANOV : https://www.alphanov.com/actualites/alphanov-con
cu-un-banc-laser-quatre-spots-pour-linjection-de-fautes-sur-circuits
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smaller spots than multimode ones, allowing smaller features on the die to be
targeted. The two laser sources of same wavelength are linearly polarized but
perpendicular. They are combined by the polarization beam splitter cubes (PC)
which are reflective for one direction of polarization and transmissive for the
other one. The dichroic mirror then spectrally combines the laser beams of different wavelengths, reflecting the beam at 980 nm since it is reflective for this
wavelength and tranmitting the beam at 1064 nm since it is transmissive for this
wavelength. These are eventually focused on the die through the same objective
lens (OL). Different objective lenses are available, namely x2.5, x20 and x50.
4.2

Capabilities

Each laser source is independent and can be moved across the focal plane in the
optical field of view of the objective lens, allowing laser spots on the die to be
positioned independently. Moreover, each laser source is triggered independently,
allowing faults to be as close in time as required by the target application. The
trigger signal may also be shared between multiple laser sources to perform
simultaneous faults on distinct target elements.
4.3

Limitations

While the capabilities described above make it look like the four-spot laser fault
injection setup is equivalent to four single-spot laser fault injection setups, this
is in fact not the case. Indeed, since all laser beams must go through the same
objective lens, the distance between the laser spots on the die is limited by the
field of view of the objective. This distance between the spots depends on the
magnification of the objective lens, which also affects the minimal laser spot
diameter, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Field of view and minimal spot diameter for different objective lenses
Magnification

Field of view

Minimal spot diameter

x2.5
x20
x50

4 mm
500 µm
200 µm

25 µm
2.2 µm
1.3 µm

For instance, with a x20 magnification, the laser spots cannot be more than
500 µm apart from one another. Therefore, if the targets elements on the die are
further apart than this limit, they cannot be targeted at the same time. Doing so
would require to move the target, which as detailed above is unrealistic in most
attack scenarios. In addition, with this magnification, the laser spot cannot have
a diameter smaller than 2.2 µm. As mentioned before, this is not an obstacle
when aiming for single-bit faults, since we can tune the laser power so that only
a smaller area has a charge density high enough to cause a fault.
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Relative power

Another aspect relative to the laser spot positions is the fact that, when
moved away from the center of the field of view, they gradually lose power, as
shown in Figure 5. While barely visible for x2.5 and x20 objective lenses, this
effect is very strong for the x50 objective lens. Indeed, in this setting, if a laser
spot is positioned on the edge of the field of view, then almost no optical power
reaches the die. This turned out not to be an issue in the following experiments,
since we used the x20 objective lens only.

1.0
Magnification
x2.5
x20
x50

0.5
0.0

−2.0

−1.5
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
Spot position relative to the center of the field of view [mm]

2.0

Fig. 5: Relative power of laser for different spot positions in the field of view of
different objective lenses

5
5.1

Two examples of new possible faults
Experimental setup

Full experimental setup The hardware target communicates with a PC over
a serial interface. It generates a trigger signal, sent to a function generator, which
generates the four distinct control signals for the laser sources. This is shown in
Figure 6a. A picture of the Flash memory area of the microcontroller is shown
in Figure 6b while Figure 6c shows four laser spots over the Flash memory.

Four-spot laser
fault injection setup

Function
generator

trigger

serial
comm.

(a) Experimental setup

PC
(b) Flash memory (c) Four laser spots

Fig. 6: Four-spot laser fault injection in Flash memory
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Hardware target The hardware target we perform the experiments on is a 32bit microcontroller, integrated on a custom target board for the ChipWhisperer
platform [18] to allow for backside access. The microcontroller embeds an ARM
Cortex-M3 core and comes with 128 kB of integrated Flash memory. It runs at
a frequency of 7.4 MHz, as dictated by the ChipWhisperer platform.
Laser fault injection setup parameters After characterisation, following
the method detailed in [17], we set the laser power to 1.5 W to obtain single-bit
faults on data fetched from Flash memory, with one laser spot only, a 980 nm
laser source and the x20 objective lens. The duration of the laser pulse was set
to 135 ns, which is the clock period of the microcontroller. We observed that, on
this hardware target, the laser spot must be moved in steps of 45 µm to perform
a transient fault on the individual bits of data fetched from the Flash memory.
5.2

First characterisation code

The goal of this first code is to validate the possibility to perform simultaneous
non-contiguous faults. For that, we target a MOV instruction that loads an 8-bit
value in a register, as shown in Figure 7a where 0x00 is loaded in R0. We raise
a trigger signal before the target instruction and lower it after, before reading
back the content of the R0 register.
This source code is compiled using the Thumb instruction set without any
optimisation. Figure 7b shows how this instruction is encoded. We aim for the
imm8 part of the instruction and want to load 0x55 instead of 0x00, to demonstrate the ability to perform four simultaneous non-contiguous bit-sets.
15 14 13 12 11 10 9
1
2
3
4

// Raise trigger signal
MOV R0, 0x00
// Lower trigger signal
// Read back R0

(a) Assembly source code

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0

Correct instruction (MOV): Rd = imm8
0 1 0 0
Rd
imm8

0

0

Correct instruction (MOV): R0 = 0x00
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0

Faulty instruction (MOV): R0 = 0x55
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

1

0

0

(b) Faulty data loading

Fig. 7: Characterisation code for four simultaneous faults on non-contiguous bits

Experimental results We started the experiment with only one laser spot,
with the experimental parameters given above. We gradually increased the delay
up to 1113 ns where a single-bit fault was observed. We then positioned the three
other spots with a distance of 90 µm between them, since there is a step of 45 µm
between individual bits. We had to lower their individual power to approximately
750 mW, otherwise the chip crashed and was not responding anymore. Finally,
we succeeded to store the value 0x55 in R0.
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5.3

Second characterisation code

The second fault consists in targeting two instructions which are close, but perform the fault on different bits. To this end, we use the characterisation code
shown in Figure 8a.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

# define N_ITER 1000
void charac_func(void) {
volatile uint32_t ref_count = 0;
uint32_t results[2] = {0, 0};
uint32_t XOR, ADD = 0;
trigger_high();
for (volatile uint32_t iter = 1;
iter <= N_ITER;
iter++)
{
ref_count++;
XOR = iter ^ iter;
ADD = iter + iter;
results[1] += (XOR == ADD);
}
results[0] = N_ITER - ref_count;
trigger_low();
// Read back results
}

(a) C source code with target
instructions pointed by arrows

15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Correct instruction (ADD): Rdn = Rdn + imm8
0 0 1 1 0
Rdn
imm8
0

Correct instruction (ADD): Rdn = Rdn + 1
0 1 1 0
Rdn
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

0

Faulty instruction (ADD): Rdn = Rdn + 5
0 1 1 0
Rdn
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1

(b) Faulty loop increment
15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Correct instruction (EORS): Rdn = Rdn ⊕ Rm
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Rm
Rdn

0

Faulty instruction (ADCS): Rdn = Rdn + Rm
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Rm
Rdn

(c) Faulty exclusive-OR operation

Fig. 8: Characterisation code for two faults close in time on different bits

Again here, we raise a trigger signal at the beginning of the execution (see
Figure 8a, line 6) and lower it at the end (see Figure 8a, line 17)
We target the instructions associated with the following two operations:
– the increment of the loop counter. This compiles into an ADD instruction as
shown in Figure 8b. We perform a fault injection on the imm8 part of the
instruction. More specifically, we modify the increment to make it N instead
of 1. We assume a single-bit bit-set fault model, so N is of the form 2i + 1,
where i is an integer between 1 and 7. This requires to perform a bit-set
on the bit of index i. For example, the increment can be changed to 5 by
performing a bit-set on the bit of index 2, as shown in Figure 8b.
– an exclusive-OR in the body of the loop. This compiles into an EORS instruction as shown in Figure 8c. We perform a fault injection on the opcode,
turning the EORS instruction into an ADCS instruction, to perform an addition
with carry instead. This requires to perform a bit-set on the 8th bit.
The experimental results are stored in an array of two elements. The first
one stores the difference between the original and the actual number of times
the body of the for loop has been executed. The second one stores the number
of times the exclusive-OR operation has been turned into an addition. This way,
we isolate the two faults and are able to observe their respective influences.
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Experimental results We performed different experiments by changing the
increment of the loop counter to different values, while faulting the EORS instruction in the body of the for loop at the same time. As specified above, the
hardware target sends only one trigger signal. From there on, in order for the
fault injection to be successful, the main challenge is to find the correct parameters for the two control signals of the two laser sources. To this end, four
parameters must be tuned on the function generator:
– the initial delay for the first laser source tinit1 . This is the delay between
raising of the trigger signal and executing the first instruction to fault.
– the initial delay for the second laser source tinit2 . This is the delay between
raising of the trigger signal and executing the second instruction to fault.
– the period tlasers which is the time it takes to execute the body of the for
loop once. Note that both control signals have the same period.
– the duty cycle α which defines how long every laser shot should last. Since
we want each laser to fault one instruction per execution of the body of the
for loop, the duty cycle must be set accordingly.
The first step is to tune the two initial delays. This is done by increasing
these delays one after the other while monitoring the result values. As soon
as one fault is observed, the initial delay is found. We obtain the following
values: tinit1 = 2070 ns and tinit2 = 3825 ns. The second step is to tune the
period of the control signals. This is done by producing only two pulses and
increasing the period until two faults are observed. We obtain the following value:
tlasers = 5535 ns. This corresponds to 41 clock periods (5535 = 41 × 135) given
that our target has a clock period of 135 ns. Therefore, executing the body of the
1
' 2.4 %
for loop takes 41 clock cycles. Finally, we set the duty cycle to α = 41
to target one clock cycle out of the 41 of the body of the for loop.
These four settings are shown in Figure 9, where the actual fault performed
by each laser shot is shown as well. Using this settings, we were able to change
the loop increment to 5 instead of 1 and alter the exclusive-OR operation in the
body of the loop to turn it into an addition.
fault performed

EORS ADD+1
ø
ø
ADCS ADD+N

EORS ADD+1
ø
ø
ADCS ADD+N

EORS ADD+1
ø
ø
ADCS ADD+N

trigger signal
control signal
for laser 1
control signal
for laser 2

tinit1
tinit2
tlasers

Fig. 9: Timing of signals used to control the fault injection setup
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Conclusion

In this article, we highlighted the limitations of single-spot laser fault injection
setups, which are not considered by previously considered fault models. We then
presented a new four-spot laser fault injection setup that can overcome these
limitations. With experiments on two characterisation codes, we showed that two
new types of fault are feasible with this setup: four simultaneous non-contiguous
faults and two faults very close in time on different bits. Having identified this
extension of the data corruption fault model, feasible by laser fault injection,
future works could focus on applying this to new attacks on security algorithms.
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